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VILLAGE OF HOLLY 
BUDGET STUDY SESSION 

 
Minutes of March 15, 2014 

  
 

The Budget Study Session of the Village Council of the Village of Holly was called to order by President Bladzik 
at 9:00 A.M. in the Village Council Chambers located at 315 S. Broad Street, Holly, Michigan. 

  
     
     
Councilmembers Present 
Ryan Bladzik 
Jackie Campbell 
Chris Rankin 
 
Absent 
Bob Allsop 
George Kullis 
Debra Musgrave 

Staff Present 
Jerry L. Walker 
Cathrene Behrens 
Brian Klaassen 
Steve McGee 
Tim Stallcup 
Mike Story 
 
 

Others Present 

 
 
President Bladzik opened the meeting at 9:00 
AM. 
 
President Bladzik stated that we were present 
to discuss the 2014-15 FY budget and he 
thought that we were going to handle 
everything with the exception of police. 
 
Manager Walker advised that staff was 
prepared to handle the police department if 
time permitted.   
 
Manager Walker advised that before their 
places there is a copy of a rate study which 
was proposed by Plante Moran back in 2011.  
The rate study called for increases in both the 
base rate and the commodity rate for the 
consumption each year.  In the past couple of 
years, the Council has chosen to not 
implement increases because of some changes 
in the customer base.  As Plante Moran 

reported in the latest audit, the current system 
is working as proposed.  The bond obligations 
are taken care of and have led to an increase in 
our bond rating, a good thing for taxpayers 
and residents of the Village.  It shows Council 
and administration are headed in the right 
direction.  Even though we have some positive 
results, costs still increase each year and if we 
don’t discuss it today, at a future date, it 
would be wise to discuss the commodity rate 
and implementing some change in that to keep 
up with the operating costs of the system.  
Council could choose to implement that at the 
beginning of the budget cycle, mid-way 
through or they could push it off for another 
whole year.  The operational costs are starting 
to get close again; our fund balance is 
growing, but it is not growing as rapidly as it 
should.  This is something we can talk about 
at a later date or get back to it later today.  
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Manager Walker introduced the Waste Water 
Treatment Plant budget on behalf of Director 
Tim Stallcup.  He stated that in this budget 
you will see it is a maintenance type of 
budget, no large capital improvement 
expenditures although there is built into the 
budget one employee to hire.  The work that 
they do at the plant is tremendous when you 
figure they have two full time employees and 
Tim as the department head.  As we go into 
the future, we know we are going to have to 
add new employees, although conservatively 
we add one this year to the waste water 
treatment plant and possibly next year, one to 
the water treatment plant.   
 
Superintendent Tim Stallcup gave a brief 
description of the waste water treatment plant 
budget stating that a new position was added 
to the budget; due to retirements in the past 
and positions that were not replaced, they 
have been working short-handed since about 
2006.  He further stated that there are capital 
improvements needs within the plant but 
believes that the addition of one person is 
more of a priority at this time.  
 
Manager Walker introduced the Downtown 
Development Authority budget and stated that 
he would let Andrew Potter go through his 
budget.  He stated that our residential 
component of our property tax values has 
increased very slightly, about 1.5%, 
commercial lags behind that just a bit and so if 
you look at the budget revenues, you see the 
DDA still is decreasing this year in their 
capture.  What Andy did, working with our 
office, is he compiled his budget to 
correspond with the capture.   
 
DDA Executive Director Potter gave a brief 
description of the budget document advising 

that they have eliminated the Farmers Market 
budget and the Dicken’s Festival budget.  He 
stated that most of the funds have been 
programmed into promotions.  The Board met 
on March 10, 2014 and the budget was 
submitted to the board and it was asked by the 
Board that he submit it to the Council as it 
stands. 
 
President Bladzik stated that in a DDA the 
higher the property values, the higher the 
capture which occurs, meaning more budget 
dollars.  It seems that if we are in a budget 
crunch and the numbers are going down 
because commercial values are lagging behind 
residential, it seems like one way that we 
would want to collect revenue to develop is to 
do things that increase property values.   
 
Director Potter stated that at the board 
meeting on Monday, given the budget 
constraints, it wasn’t feasible to appropriate 
monies towards other programs.   
 
President Bladzik stated that the promotions 
budget is more or less an advertising budget 
and proposed that increasing shoppers in the 
Village limits does not increase property 
values.  Due to a work commitment on 
Monday he was not at the meeting so he 
forfeits a little of his right to indignation on 
the budget as presented, but if the board looks 
at the revenue and from 2012 to 2014 it has 
gone down.  If the point of a DDA is to 
encourage economic development, one point 
of which is property values, and it is supposed 
to be a perpetual growth cycle, it seems like 
when we look at the expenses, you have $500 
for organization, $2,500 for design, $4,600 for 
promotions, $500 for business development 
and $500 for the antique show, so now you are 
up to $5,000.  Ladies Night Out is $1,000 
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although there is a revenue component to that. 
 It seems like we are spending a lot of money 
to bring people into town in disproportionate 
levels in trying to stabilize the values within 
the town.     
 
Clerk/Treasurer Behrens stated that the DDA 
Chairperson has stated that he would like to 
hold a budget meeting of the budget 
committee in the upcoming days and this 
information can definitely be passed along to 
this committee as part of the evaluation of the 
budget document as it stands.   
 
Manager Walker then presented the general 
fund budget stating that as it stands right now 
there is a surplus budgeted of $49,000.  
Manager Walker provided a brief overview of 
the Council budget and the Village Manager 
budget.   
 
Clerk/Treasurer Behrens provided a brief 
overview of the elections budget stating that 
due to the election in November, a small 
amount of funds had been budgeted for this 
fiscal year for publications. 
 
Manager Walker introduced the Parks budget 
and advised the Council that after printing a 
figure of $8,000 had been added to the part-
time wages in order to add seasonal help for 
grass mowing services in the parks.  There 
were some capital equipment needs originally 
budgeted in the parks budget which have been 
removed due to budget constraints including a 
portion allocated to a mower replacement and 
a chipper replacement.   
 
Manager Walker introduced the Cemetery 
budget and stated that $8,000 had also been 
added to the part-time line in this budget as 
well.  Administration plans on moving 

William Russell into the water department in a 
much greater capacity than he currently serves 
so there will be seasonable employees placed 
in the parks and cemetery for mowing 
services.  There were also some capital 
improvement funds which were budgeted in 
cemetery for a portion of the mower 
replacement and the chipper replacement but 
those were removed as well.   
 
Clerk/Treasurer Behrens stated that there are 
some maintenance issues which have 
remained in the budget which consist of a new 
lowering device for graves, the block wall 
repairs, which have been on the radar for 
members of the Parks Commission and a new 
roof on the small garage located at the 
cemetery.   
 
Manager Walker discussed the attorney 
budget and stated that due to a great deal of 
the matters being handled in house, this 
budget has remained stable.  In addition, the 
attorney attends one council meeting per 
month which allows us to discuss matters with 
him in person and give the council access to 
his expertise as well. 
 
Clerk/Treasurer Behrens discussed the data 
processed budget.  She advised that this 
budget is utilized to pay for all of our 
technical support needs, virus protection, anti-
spyware, emergency calls outs, and our 
software technical support agreements.  In 
addition she stated that it pays for the new 
copier lease which the village entered into 
several months ago. 
 
Council Member Rankin stated that he 
thought the copier lease was paid from the 
non-departmental contractual line. 
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Clerk/Treasurer Behrens stated that she 
believes he is correct and will look into the 
matter to ensure proper numbers are being 
presented during budget. 
 
President Bladzik brought up the issue of 
utilizing the copier that the village leased to 
generate revenue by providing local copying 
services to members in the community. 
 
Clerk/Treasurer Behrens that this had been 
talked about in the past and she would see that 
the service is offered in addition to fax 
services.  She went over the Clerk/Treasurer 
budget and stated that it has changed very 
little from last year.  There is a slight increase 
in the printing and publications line because 
she has been paying all legal publication ads 
from the Clerk’s budget instead of splitting 
them up departmentally.  She further stated 
that she wanted to give a brief overview of the 
Building & Grounds budget in that there was a 
total of $35,000 budgeted for renovation 
needs for the move into the Karl Richter 
Center.  She has received quotes to date from 
Oakland County in the amount of $8,000 to 
move our connectively from 202 S. Saginaw 
to 920 Baird.  Additionally, our own internal 
network needs will run approximately $5,000 
for wiring and drop installation.  She also has 
a quote from an office furniture distributor 
who installed the office equipment that exists 
in the offices we will occupy for 
approximately $10,000 to bring the 
organization of the office to our standards.  
The remainder of the funds will be used for 
the phone system.  At this time we have 
meetings scheduled with Teoma next week, 
who is the phone distributor for Holly 
Schools.  We expect to be able to utilize Holly 
Schools voice mail system but the Village will 
need to purchase the actual hardware for the 

phones as our existing phones are analog and 
the schools are on a voice over IP system.   
 
Chief Story gave a brief description of the 
police department budget stating that the 
capital improvements which were included in 
the original budget proposal included the 
purchase of a new patrol vehicle and the 
installation of in-car video systems.  These 
items were removed due to budget constraints 
but he has concerns as far as his vehicle 
maintenance line goes due to the difficult 
winter that we have had as well as the spring 
thaw, which will be rough on the vehicles.  
Many of the vehicles are getting older and the 
wear and tear on them can be tough.  
 
Clerk/Treasurer Behrens stated that she 
wanted to mention that the current property 
tax income for the village for 2015 was $1.26 
million dollars.  The budget for the police 
department is approximately $1.18 as it is 
presented today.  She stated that with the 
upcoming election in November, the Council 
may wish to consider attempting to put a 
special assessment through for police and fire 
services, such as was attempted in 2012. 
 
Chief Story went on to discuss the dispatch 
budget stating that he had originally budgeted 
the part-time clerical line to incorporate 24-
hour service in the station through the use of 
service aides.  Budget constraints eliminated 
that option so the $32,000 in that line reflects 
the true cost of 6-day per week service to the 
residents, with the exception of holidays.   
 
Chief McGee introduced the fire budget and 
stated that in the original proposal he had 
requested additional funds for the duty-pay 
firefighter line.  His ideal situation would be 
to have the station manned seven days per 
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week 10 hours per day and this year he was 
trying for six days.  Unfortunately, that is not a 
possibility at this time.  With the recent 
purchase of the 75’ ladder truck from 
Franklin-Bingham the department will be 
evaluating equipment needs for the truck and 
will be trying to make some purchases out of 
existing budget lines and with the constraints 
we face.  Chief McGee pointed out in the 
memberships line there is an allocation of 
$3,000 and that this pays for our membership 
in northern Oakland County’s Fire Chief’s 
Association which provides hazmat resources 
and other specialized services which our 
department could never afford on its own.  
Chief McGee further stated that there were 
some capital improvement needs which the 
department would have to look at in the 
upcoming fiscal years, primarily the update of 
our ambulance here in the Village.  In 
Groveland they have updated their vehicles by 
removing the existing box from the rear of the 
vehicle and placing it on a new chassis.  The 
cost for this is approximately $60,000.   
 
DPW Director Brian Klaassen provided a 
brief overview of the Department of Public 
Works budget.  He stated that a portion of the 
budget has been allocated for the replacement 
of a lawn mower and weed whips.  Both 
mowers the department currently has are in 
excess of 11 years old and are probably not 
going to last too much longer.   
 
Council Member Rankin mentioned the issue 
of the retirement line in the DPW doubling 
this year and asked if we could expect that to 
happen each year going forward. 
 
Clerk/Treasurer Behrens stated that the 
retirement costs in the entire department did 
increase dramatically with the re-organization 

of the retirement structure through MERS.  As 
was discussed during the whole transition this 
was done in order to blend the existing groups 
with the new groups and to establish a 
baseline to move forward for both groups as a 
blended rate.  Historically, MERS annual 
increases are incremental in nature and she 
stated that in forthcoming years the rate 
increases will be far less dramatic. 
 
Council Member Rankin stated that he just 
wanted to be sure that next year we wouldn’t 
see the doubling of the rates such as we are 
seeing this year.   
 
Manager Walker gave a brief overview of the 
non-departmental budget stating that this is 
where our MML annual dues and our 
SEMCOG annual dues were paid from.   
 
President Bladzik asked about budget line 714 
where there was an actual in FY 2012-13 of 
$67,445 and it went down to $4,694 in FY 
2013-14 and wanted explanation for the 
structural change in that. 
 
Clerk/Treasurer Behrens stated the change 
which took place was the result of Public Act 
152 and the change in the ability of the 
Village to fund employee health care.  The 
Village could no longer fund the deductibles 
for employee health care.  Getting out from 
under that expense has probably saved from 
Village from a more difficult financial 
situation today.  The employees changed 
insurances, and while the plan is not as rich as 
the one they had in the past through BCBS, 
but it is a decent plan and they are working 
with it.  Clerk/Treasurer Behrens stated that in 
the contractual line we are running a little 
high.  This budget line pays for our railroad 
obligations and the State legislature passed a 
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price increase along to municipalities for our 
annual maintenance, so the Village was back 
billed for these amounts since the initial lower 
payments took place prior to the increases 
being billed.  This line also pays for the 
Village’s portion of the Mill Pond special 
assessment owning some of the property 
which borders the bond.  This line also pays 
for the new copier lease.  The lease itself is 
paid monthly in the amount of $221.00 per 
month but we also pay for the copy count 
quarterly.   
 
President Bladzik mentioned that possibly we 
could look towards offering copy services here 
locally and re-coup some of the money paid 
out for the lease and copies. 
 
Village Clerk/Treasurer Behrens advised that 
this had been discussed amongst staff when 
the lease was considered and she would make 
that happen. In addition, we would offer local 
fax services to our business and residential 
community.   
 
DPW Director Klaassen introduced the Major 
Road budget.  He stated that Clerk/Treasurer 
Behrens provides all of the personal numbers 
because she has all of the percentages.  Major 
roads are split up into four department 
including street maintenance, winter 
maintenance, traffic signs and trees.  
Operating supplies has increased slightly 
because he has a feeling that we are going to 
be dealing with potholes.  We did have some 
storm damage last year and weren’t able to get 
all of that taken care of and we will start to 
receive calls as soon as the thaw takes place.  
The chipper the Village currently has three 
broken motor mounts and is not really safe.  
We have an agreement with Fenton to borrow 
theirs and we can also rent them but generally 

when we need a chipper, everyone else needs 
it as well.  In winter maintenance there has 
been a slight increase in operating supplies.  
This is for the salt purchases; the Village will 
be ending the season with very little 
stockpiled and historically when there is a bad 
season, the next year sees increases in the salt 
prices.   
 
Manager Walker stated that our Local Road 
are one of the funds funded from general fund 
and property tax revenue.  Much of our 
general fund is dedicated to one department so 
there are not sufficient funds to totally fund 
this.  There is a strategy to address this.  There 
are three line amendments  to go through first 
starting with 203-451-782 which was 
amended from $11,000 to $8,000, in 
contractual, 203-451-818 was amended from 
$9,000 to $6,000 and in equipment rental 946, 
it was amended from $15,000 to $300.  The 
reason for the big reduction in that line was 
because equipment rental is carried in another 
department.  We are still out approximately 
$46,000 and if they recall from last year we 
had the exact same problem and we balanced 
from another fund.  Staff is proposing to 
balance the local road fund from the sidewalk 
fund through a loan.  Prevailing interest rates 
would apply, which local roads would be 
required to pay back to the sidewalk fund.  
The Village has historically done this in the 
past.   
 
Discussion took place regarding tree trimming 
and the resurfacing of Cogshall Street and 
possible upgrades to below the street 
infrastructure and possibility of burying utility 
lines.  Discussion also took place regarding 
tree trimming throughout the Village and 
cleanup of the Patterson Drain. 
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Director Klaassen advised that he would 
contact the water resources commission 
through Oakland County and see what their 
plans are.    If it is something obvious, Village 
staff can take care of it but until the weather 
breaks they would cause more damage now 
going through that than they would help. 
 
Clerk/Treasurer Behrens stated that the next 
fund was the Lake Improvement Fund.  There 
are $8,273 in revenues budgeted and $5,600 in 
expenditures.  The $5,600 covers a $400 
annual permit through the DEQ and the 
$5,200 covers the cost of the Mill Pond weed 
treatment.  The excess revenue budgeted is to 
cover the deficit that currently exists in the 
Lake Improvement Fund.  The deficit 
elimination plan is to take place over two tax 
seasons. 
 
Clerk/Treasurer Behrens stated that the next 
fund is for garbage collection.  The special 
assessment amount per household was raised 
last year to $168.00 per property in order to 
cover shortages that occurred due to the 
Village Council trying to hold the cost down 
for our residents.  In FY 2014-15 we go from 
a price of $11.33 per household to $11.66 per 
household.  Staff believes that the current rate 
of $168.00 per household will cover this 
increase and also handle gas fluctuations that 
have occurred over the past several years 
without a problem. 
 
Clerk/Treasurer Behrens stated that the next 
fund is the Village Transportation fund.  
Revenues and expenditures balance based 
upon the requirements of OCPTA.  We have 
had some vehicle problems this year which 
have cost quite a bit of money to fix so she 
has an email into OCPTA to see about the 
possibility of the vehicle replacing the bus at 

this time.  We have met the age and mileage 
criteria on this vehicle for possible 
replacement.  While the Smart fund does not 
have adequate funding to purchase this vehicle 
outright, there are adequate funds in the 
transportation fund balance which should 
cover this expense. 
 
DPW Director Klaassen gave a brief overview 
of the Water Treatment system and stated that 
they are evaluating areas which may require 
attention in our lift station and so forth.  He 
stated there are two new line items for lab fees 
and testing supply fees.  Engineer services 
were raised in addition to water projects if we 
do decide to upgrade Cogshall street.  The 
Village is still going to participate in wellhead 
protection as well as a partial cost of a dump 
truck retro-fit, a mower and part of the chipper 
for trees that have come down near the well 
houses.   
 
Clerk/Treasurer Behrens stated that she would 
like council to provide some input into the 
existing water and sewer rate structure and 
when they would like to see an increase in the 
water and sewer rates increased.  She stated a 
percentage could be considered for the 
increase, implementation in July, January or 
stave it off another full year.   
 
Council Member Campbell stated that she 
liked the idea of a 5% increase and a 5% 
increase.   
 
Manager Walker asked if they thought it 
should be done in July or put it off in January 
and then next July. 
 
President Bladzik stated that he thought 
January would be a good time to implement 
that and next July.   
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Manager Walker advised that if this is kind of 
the consensus of the members present, then a 
presentation would be put before the whole 
Council sometime in December.  This will 
just give us a plan of action going forward.   
 
With nothing further to discuss President 
Bladzik adjourned the meeting at 12:23 
PM. 
 
 
 
       
Ryan Bladzik, Village President  
 
 
       
Cathrene A. Behrens, Clerk/Treasurer 
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